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About This Game

Death's Hangover is a ball and bat game, featuring mature comedy and themes. (Mainly poop jokes)

'Old grim has a hangover, and a really bad one.. after discovering bastard dracula has stolen souls, he summons two of the
greatest dead warriors to have ever lived, or the first ones he could find...

Only these two dead morons can get the souls back and defeat bastard Dracula once and for all. If they fail, Death will kill them
again... So no pressure..'

Game features

- A Ball,
- A Bat,

- Two dead idiots,
- 96+ levels,

- Massive boss fights,
- Unique Bonus stages,

- Sticky, Spike and ghost power-ups, plus many more,
- Powerups can be leveled up,

- Control the speed of the ball, with dash, and slowdown,
- Puzzle levels, as well as arcade style levels,

- Multiple routes, and secret areas,
- Wacky humor throughout,
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- Unique 2ply mode,
- Includes OST + Bonus tracks,

- Level editor, make your own levels!
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Title: Death's Hangover
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Retro Army Limited
Publisher:
Retro Army Limited
Release Date: 20 Jan, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or above

Processor: 2.0GHZ

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 64mb graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 218 MB available space

Additional Notes: Minimum resolution required is 1280x720

English
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It may say that I have this game but I have actually never played or seen this in my life but it looks like it's for five year old's
anyway.. It's pretty good. I like geenie the most.. Short game but a wonder for the eyes.. Crashes at the same level everytime. No
way to make it past that level, it quits before you can save. Save your money and buy something else. :(. This game is wonderful
but might take some patience to understand. I was pessimistic at first but the graphic and others review convince me and I do
not regret.

PRO:
- Fun card game reminds me of FF8 triple triad
- The world lore looks interesting
- Amazing graphic
- Fiddling with heroes skills and tactics is fun
- Unique takes on items mechanic
- Great characters!

CONS:
- Can't remap buttons
- Tutorials can't be revisited
- Blocking is tedious because of the remapping problem. Really cute but no replay value in the main mode. Obviously catered
towards a younger audience. Buy on sale, it's not worth the full price.. Cannot play local coop due to some input bugs.. 10\/10
would recommend for children. Pretty good.
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Needs more cowbell.... One ugly m\u043ether\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665er. Great army, it brings back the way the british used
to work in company of heroes 1. With that in mind, being able to setup sweet defences with dangerous flak cannons, is a dream
come true. It's perfectly balanced with the resources being loose and hard to obtain. 9\/10. I wanted to like this, as there are
many puzzle\/RPG games I've enjoyed, but no such luck. The gameplay is repetive, with almost no strategy involved, and boring
levels. It's not even difficult. That, at least, would provide some distraction from the sameness of it all.. I would recommend The
Reaction, but only if on sale. The game is very basic, which isn't necessarily a bad thing, but it could do with a few more
options, such as a speed adjuster for each assessment, and local multiplayer. It could also use a few more categories of tests.
While the reaction timing+perception tests are a fun way to assess your own cognitive abilities, using basic assessment means,
some of them seem to be designed more for computers rather than people such as the math category, which can require some
pretty fast calculation speeds, and the white screen assessment, which requires such fast reaction timing, that it can easily
become enraging when you must wait for the assessment to reload. A difficulty adjuster would be a nice add-on to the game.
Overall, it is a nice experience for personal assessment, and can serve as a decent multiplayer game for a select type of people,
but I don't see there being a lot of replayability without more categories and settings. With local multiplayer, it could serve as a
part of a game night, as it's multiplayer would be much better with friends, in person. Overall, in its current state, it is worth
about a dollar or less. With significant improvement and additional options, it could reach the five dollar range.. nice game
before it was free. Super addictive and fun (nothing like shooting balls out of a frog's mouth I guess... woohoo!), though it can
also be frustrating at times. But for me it's still the perfect game to pass the time when I just want to turn off my brain or take a
few minutes off of work...

Right, who am I kidding, a few minutes always turns to an hour or more with this one. Doesn't matter, would still play this
during work hours 10/10. This is how you do an expansion\/DLC in 2000s with already limited resources.
Hell of a job NovaLogic\/Ritual, good work indeed

Awesome soundtrack and campaign
**THQ Nordic owns the ALL Delta Force series now, please remaster this game and its expansion, or even better finish
development of the Angel Falls.

90s generation of PC gamers remembers.
. Simple but kind of addictive shoot-em-up arcade game.

Since this is an early access game, please treat this review the same way - it was reviewed on the basis of the game I purchased
on the 26th of July 2016.

The game is a straight forward shoot-em-up game, you get two guns you can pick up at the start of the game, and then the game
lets you shoot robots that during the game looks exactly the same all the time. They all stand still on platforms. Eventually you
get some shields you can "hide and dive" behind, but you can accidentally blow those up yourself as well.

At the time of writing this review, this is all there is to the game, there's this voice that will tell you how fantastic you are while
hitting those robots, and each "level" consist of new pods to stand on, sometimes higher, sometimes closer and sometimes lower
- but essentially the same design each level. The game doesn't seem to have any leaderboards or scoreboards at the moment,
except for one long continous score that keeps increasing, even after you lost your 4 hearts.

Pros:

- Simple, entertaining shooter that even your smallest kids can be in on.
- Low priced, arcade style game.
- Lag free, no glitches, all real time. I'm GUESSING this one would even work with low end graphics cards.
- Potential to become a great shooter, it's an EARLY access game after all.

Cons:

- Seems like an early Beta.
- Repetitive with little new added to each level.
- No scoreboards, not even local.
- Increasing score, you don't get a chance to start from scratch.
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- There's no menus (at least I can't find them) so it's basically just shoot-and-go-and-repeat.

. Angry birds in space with Racoon characters

Basically, you need to aim and release the mouse by considering pulling \/ pushing power in gravity
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